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Retentions:

New shares: s~ == an 9 (l-r1)-p(30)

(31 )

Notice that foundations are not subjeclto
the Danish wealth tax which is why w does not
appear in equations (29) through (31). Marc
over, the effective capital gains tax rate (z) is
absenr from (31), since foundations were en
tirely tax-free in 1980, and since in the post
reform situation they are assumed to hold on
to their shares for the three years necessary
to ensure complete tax exemption for any pos
sible capital gains. Finally, equations (29)
through (31) assume for simplicity that no
extra (personal) tax is levied as the return to
the assets of foundations is passed on to
households in the form of charitable dona~,

tions and the like. In most cases this assump~

tion is probably realistic, and in other cases ,,";:,
it wi!! not be a bad approximation. For in.,. '\>;:-
stance, although strike benefits and lock-out r:
benefits paid by labour market organization's
are included in the taxable income of the re
cipients, member contributions to these or
ganizations are tax deductible (implying ,~con

sumption-Iax tfeatment~)of this special form
of savings), and if the marginal tax fate of re
cipients is identical to the marginal tax rate
of contributors, the net effect of personal
taxation and deductibility on the rate of re,.
turn will be zero.

The calculation of the net rate of return to
the savings channelled through the L-P sector
is a bit more complicated, since households
are obviollsly the ultimate beneficiaries of the
income accruing (0 [he L-P sector. Because
pension savings receive consumption-tax
treatment at the household level, and because
households typically have lower marginal tax
rates during retirement than during the
working period, the !otal net return obtained
by pension savers will usually exceed the net
return on investment earned by the institutions
in the L-P sector. which only act as inter
mediaries between firms and household pen-
Sion savers.

To derive measures of the return (Q pension
savings comparable to {he yields defined by
equations (26) through (31), we ask the fol
lowing qu~stion; [f pension savings were not
deductible and if pensions received were not
subject to {ax, what would be lhe »equivalent»
real net rate of return necessary to ensure asl=(r+p) (I-pm-p(29) Debt:

(27) New shares: s~=a" a(l-md)-w-p

Foundations etc.:

Real net rates oj return to savings

Households:

(26) Debt:

(28) Retentions: Sh = a' (I-z)-w-p

with the weights reflecting the proportions of
outstanding shares held by each group. In ac
cordance with the figures in the second and
third columns of table 3, the weights for
households. the L-P sector. and foundations,
have been estimated to be 0.59, 0.35, and 0.06,
respectively. Unde'r the two alternative modes
of equity finance. the overall discount rate is
thus given by

(25) a;=0.59 a\+0.35 a{+O.06 ai, j=n, r

In total, the equations compiled in sections
3.2 through 3.5 provide all the components
necessary lO calculate the cost of corporate
capital. However, to compute marginal effec
tive laX rales, it is also necessary to specify the
return to savings. This is the subject of the
next section.

3.6. The fe/urn fO savings

For the purpose of studying the distor
tionary effects of taxation. we want to cal
culate the real afteHax rales of return ro
savings (sl) for each category of savers/in
vestors (i) and each type of finance 0). Given
the information already compiled, this is a
straightforward matter as far as households
and foundations are concerned. Since id h is
the average nominal net rate of return on
household holdings of bonds and bank depo
sits, and since a" and a' are the nominal post
corporate-tax rates of return to investment
financed by new shares and by retentions, re
spectively, the real net rates of return to
households and foundations must be fiven by
the following equations, taking inro account
the personal tax system and the post-reform
laxation of foundations:
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which may then be substituted into (32) to give

(34) P=(I-mcl ho"''''"'/(o''"-I)

o(37)

Equating the right·hand sides of (35) and
(36), we end up wilh

(l-rnJ (i-m) heC!~.j-hn)_ fie li (k.j-nl

(I-m.) (e"-I) (e"-I)

rhis into (33), computing the integral and solv
ing for P, we gct

~5~ (I-mol (I-m,) he"'''') (e-"-e-' """)
fl v (I-my) (ehn_l)

(36)

Now, suppose alternatively that pension
savings are given an ~}ordinary.) tax treatment,
i.e. sa .... ings are not deductible during the ac
cumulation period and withdrawals from the
accumulated capital during retirement are not
taxed. Further, suppose thar. savings earn the
same real after-fax rale of return il throughout
the entire life cycle. Under these circumstances,
the term (I-mo) (l-mJl(l-m) would
vanish from (35) and we would have g = h
= 11, so that the present value of the pension
afforded by one extra krone of saving be
comes

constant rcaJ annual pension with the same
present value as the pension obtainable under
the actual rax rules? Below we sketch hmv
such an equivalent rate of return may be cal
culated, using the following notation:

P = constani real annual pension during re
tirement afforded by one extra krone
of pension savings

Vp - present value of P
k = period of accumulation (years)
n = period of retirement (years)
K == capita] accumulated at the beginning of

retirement period (real value)
my -::= marginal lax rate on personal income

during period of accumulation
mo = marginal tax rate on pension during pe

riod of retirement
me ::= one-time duty on K at the date of

retirement
g real net rate of return on savings dur

ing period of accumulation
h real net rate of return on capital during

period of retirement
v = real discount ratc of pension saver

The present value of the pension afforded
by one eXIra krone of pension savings under
taken in year zero is

(32) v,=['r(l-m,,)pe-~dU]( I )
k I-m,.

I-m P= ( 0) _ (c--vL_e-v (k-tnl)

I-m v,

'-'-

-,;

r.;-:

-Y,,

- -_.-'
~--,

y'--
c_" __

The term (l-m,)/(I-m,) in (32) allows
for the consumption-tax treatment of pension
savings. The value of P can be found from
the pensioner's retirement period budget
constraint which can be shown to be

(33) nP = (l-mJ Ke'"-hP J(n-u) e'" du,

The left-hand side of (33) is the total pen
sion consumed during retirement, while the
right-hand side is the capital available at the
time of retirement plus the real imerest earned
on the remaining capital during refirem<:m, as
suming that the pensioner reduces his capital
to zero at the end of the retirement period by
consuming a constant real annual pension P.

With an accumulation period of k, the extra
krone saved in year zero has accumulated to
K = elk at the time of retirement. Inserting

Proceeding by iteration, it is possible to
solve (37) for the ))eCl..uivalen[)~real net return
to pension savings (h). i,e. the constant real
return yielding a pension with the same pre·
sent value as the pension obtainable under the
actual tax rules. Equation (37) encompasses
the most important types of Danish private
pension schemes. Under an ordinary pension
scheme the pensioner's capital remains under
the administration of the L-P sector institu
tions during the retirement period, so the re
turn to the capital is subject to the same tax
rules throughout the whole life cycle. This
means that g = h. Moreover, there is no spe
cial one~time duty on the accumulated capi
tal at the date of retirement, Le. me = O. In
stead, such a duty (of 40070) is reserved for
the socalled »)capital pensions~), where the en
tire accumulat.ed capital is paid out to the pen
sioner at the time of retirement. Typically. the
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pensioner wiD reinvest his capital in bonds (ei
ther directly or through unit trusts), the returns
to which will be taxed at normal rates, whereas
the special L-P sector tax will guarantee the
pension saver a real after-lax interest rate of
about 3 % during the accumulation period.
Thus a capital pension is generally charac
terized by g =I=- h. On the other hand, the ca
pital pensioner can withdraw from his capi
tal during retirement without being subject to
tax, implying roo =:: O.

A special type of capital pension is the In
dividual Retirement Account ()Selvpensioner
iog») offered by banks. Prior to the tax re
forms, contributions to such a pension scheme
were deductible within certain limits, and there
was (and still is) no one-time duty on the ac
cumulated capital at the time of retirement.
This special scheme therefore serves to reduce
the average effective duty m, for all capital
pensions. In the post-reform situation, the de
ductibility of savings in these special accounts
has been abolished, implying a decrease in the
average marginal tax ratc my against which
savings for capital pensions can be deducted.

Unfortunately. there are no data available
permitting a direct calcula[ion of the average
values of the marginal tax rates of pension
savers during accumulation and retirement
(my and mol, so one has to rely on »guessti
mates)}. Since Danish pension savers typically
belong to the higher income brackets, we
assume my to be a simple average of the mar
ginal tax rates in the upper and in the middle
brackets of the three-bracket Danish personal
income tax schedule, while mo is taken to be
the simple average of the marginal tax rates
in the lower and in the middle tax brackets.
In other words, we assume that pensioners
typically move down the income ladder by one
tax bracket when they retire. Furthermore, we
have assumed that a krone of pension savings
will on average accumulate for. 20 years (k =
20). and that the retirement period will typi
cally lasl for 10 years (n = 10).

It should be noted that the wealth ac
cumulated via the L-P sector is not liable to
the tax: on personal net wealth. unlike house
hold holdings of bonds, shares. and ordinary
bank deposits which we have estimated to be
subject to an effective wealth tax rate of
0.31 % (w = 0.0031). This estimate emerges
as the product of the statutory wealth tax rate
of 2.2 Dfo and the proportion of taxable wealth

which was found in 1980 to exceed the exemp
tion level for the wealth tax.

The values of all the relevant tax rates and
parameters in the pre-reform and post-reform
situations are stated in appendix B. Armed
wilh this information, we are finally ready to
extract estimates of marginal effective tax
rates from the equations derived in sections
3.2 through 3.6.

4. Empirical rest/Its

4. J. The impact of tax reforms on marginal
effective tax rates for different assets
and different modes of finance

Table 4 shows our estimates of marginal
effective tax rales on different asset Iypes and
different modes of finance in the pre-reform
and post-reform situations, assuming a 5 0/0
inflation rate and a 7 070 real rate of interest
before tax. We see that the net effect of the
Danish tax reforms has been a significant
lowering of the overall marginal effective (ax
rate on income from corporate capital from
a posi[ive rate of 18 070 in 1980 lO a negative
rate of -9 Ufo or -5 Ufo in the post-reform
situation. depending on the specific way in
which policy makers choose to eliminate the
double taxation of dividends. In olher words,
a marginal investment in the corporate seelor
will on average receive a net subsidy when all
tax reform measures have been fully phased
in.

Turning to the disaggregated figures of
table 4, we note several important deviations
from the average marginal tax rates mentioned
above. In 1980, investment in structures was
less heavily laxed than purchases of equip
ment. This was mainly due to the fact that
bond finance is more important for the for
mer type of investment and that a large share
of total and bond issues are acquired by the
institutions of the L-P seCtor and by founda
tions etc. which were all tax-free under 1980
tax rules. By contrast, the post-reform tax
rules are seen to imply a substantial discrimi
nation in favour of equipment which will re
ceive a marginal subsidy ranging from 15 to
19 per cent, while structures will face a slightly
positive marginal effective 13)( rate between I
and 4 per cent. This reversal of the pattern of
discrimination stems mainly from the intro-
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Table 4. Marginal effective tax rates (ClJo) in the Danish corporate sector* (r=0.07, p=O.OS).

Mode of 1980 Tax rules Post-reform tax rules
finance

Equipment Structures Overall Equipment Structures Overall

Debt -7 -19 -13 -49 -19 -34

New 33' 40" 36'
share 61 62 61 45" Sil' 48 l·

jssue.~

Retentions 47 49 48 24 32 28

-19" 1' -9"
Overall 21 16 18

-15" 4" • - 5"

* Figures are rounded
Alternative 1; 8=2 and m<l=0.54

b Alternative 2: 8 = 1 and md =0.20

duction of the L-P sector tax and of the tax
on foundations. These taxes were bound to hit
bond-financed investment particularly hard,
because of the very high share of bonds in the
portfolios of institutional investors. The elim
ination of mortgage cash loans also tended to
raise the cost of bond finance - which is so
important for investment in structures -relative
to the cost of bank finance which still bene
fits from full tax-deductibility of nominal in
terest payments.

While tax-discrimination across asset types
may be important, it is sti!lless dramatic than
the discrimination across modes of finance re
vealed by table 4. In 1980, investment fi
nanced by new share issues faced a marginal
effective tax rate as high as 61 070, reflecting
the combination of double taxation of divi
dens with the relatively high personal tax rates
of household shareholders who tend to be
concentrated in the upper income brackets. In
vestment financed by retained earnings faced
a somewhat lower marginal effective tax rate
of 48 070 in 1980, because the effective tax rate
on capital gains on shares was much lower
than the marginal personal tax rate of share
holders. Yet both forms of equity-financed in
vestment were very heavily taxed compared to
investment financed by debt which on average
received an effective marginal subsidy of
13 070. This discrimination in favour of debt
finance under the 1980 tax regime is primarily
explained by two factors: First, the institu
tional investors (which were tax-exempt in
1980) are relatively important for the supply

of debt finance, whereas household investors
subject to personal income tax are relatively
important for the supply of equity finance.
Second, the deductibility of nominal rather
than real interest payments implied a subsidy
to debt-financed investment, while at the same
time investment financed by debt suffered no
more than equity-financed investment from
the fact that depreciation allowances were cal
culated on a historical cost basis rather than
a replacement cost basis.

In the post-reform situation equity-financed
investment has benefitted from the elimina
tion of the double taxation of dividends, from
the virtual abolition of the capital gains tax
for non-professional shareholders, and from
the exemption of L-P sector investors from tax
on income from shares. At the same time
debt-financed investment has been hit by the
L-P sector tax and to a minor extent by the
elimination of mortgage cash loans and of the
tax-deductibility of savings in certain special
bank accounts. Nevertheless we see from table
4 that debt finance docs not seem to be less
favoured under post-reform tax rules than
under the pre-reform tax regime. The reason
is that the significant rise in the corporate tax
rate obviously raises the effective tax on equity
financed investment whereas it actually lowers
the effective tax on investment financed by
debt. If the tax system allowed only deducti
bility of real interest payments and true
economic depreciation on a replacement cost
basis, the profitability of a marginal debt
financed investment would not be affected by
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Table 5. Marginal effeclivc lax rales (0'/0) for different in
vestor groups (r:oO.07. p",0.05).
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1980 Post-r"form tax
lax rules rules

Allerna- Altema-
tive I tive 2

45 -7 -4
-2S -19 -17
-17 29 33

18 -9 -5Overall

Investor
group

Households
L-P sector
Foundations

these dominant investor groups has been sub·
srantially reduced since 1980. The drop in per
sonal tax rates on capital income, and lhe
elimination of the double taxation of divi~

dends and of the tax on capital gains on shares
has lowered the effective lax rate on house
hold investment. At the same time the effec
tive tax on savings via the L-P sector has in
creased, partly because of the tax on L·P
seclor bond investments, and partly because
the })tax-value)) of the consumption-tax treat·
ment of pension savings has decreased, since
rhe gap between the marginal personal tax
rates of high-income (young) and low-income
(old) individuals has been narrowed. Never·
theless, indirect invcslment via the L-P sector
is still treated more favourably than direct
household investment since the former type of
investment still derives some special benefits
from the consumption·tax treatment of pen
sion savings, from the tax-exempt status of
L-P sector shareholdings, and from the ))feab
character of the tax on L-P sector bond
holdings.

It is also noteworthy that both main in
vestor groups face negative marginal effective
tax rates in the post-reform situation even
though they do pay a positive amount of tax
on the marginal krone of savings. The reason
is that the investment financed by this margi·
nal saving receives heavy subsidies due to the
very favourable post-reform depreciation al~

lowances. Hence, the required pre-tax rate of
return on the typical marginal investment pro
ject is reduced below the after-tax rate of re
turn obtainable by households or L-P sector
investors.

By contrast, the subjection of foundations

changes in the corporate tax rate (see e.g. King
1977, p. 242). However, the Danish post·
reform tax system allows about 96-98 llJo of
nominal interest payments to be deducted
from the corporate tax base, and it allows ac
cellerated depreciation on a replacement cost
basis. For these reasons a marginal debt
financed investment actually reduces taxable
corporate income, and the resulting tax sav
ings are proportional to the corporate tax rate.
The rise in the Danish corporate tax rate has
therefore served to preserve the relatively
favourable lax treatment of debt finance, and
the talC reforms of the 19805 have lowered
marginal effective tax rates across all modes
of finance without significantly affecting the
degree of discrimination among them, as table
4 reveals.

On the whole, the table suggests that while
the lax reforms have significantly reduced Ihe
average tax rate on marginal investments, they
have not succeeded in making the tax system
more neutral with respect to investment in dif
ferent asset types and with respect to the use
of different types of finance. If anything, the
degree of tax discrimination across asset types
seems lO have increased.
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4.2. Tax reforms and marginal effective
fax rales for differelll inveslor groups

Because of limited substitutability of equip
ment and structures, the distortions caused by
tax discrimination between those two asset
types may not be so serious as those caused
by tax discrimination among investor groups.
The 1980 tax rules favouring institutional in
vestors specializing in bond holdings probably
led lO an overexpansion of investment (or
government consumption!) relying heavily on
bond finance such as residential construction,
while more risky and innovative investment
projects relying more heavily on bank finance
may have suffered from the less favourable
tax treatment of ordinary bank deposits.

From this perspective it is of some interest
to study the effect of tax reforms on margi
nal effective tax rates for different invesror
groups. The two major groups are households
and the institutions of the L-P sector which
in total supply an estimated 93 070 of the cor
porate finance raised from domestic private
sources. It is seen from table 5 that the gap
between the marginal effective tax rates of
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Sensitivity of marginal effective tax rate to variations in the rate of inflation. Debt finance.

POST-REFORM TAX RULES

reforms have not achieved this goal, at least
as far as marginal tax burdens are concerned.
The diagrams show the variation in real mar·
ginal tax rates as infiation dses from zero to
ten per cent, assuming a constant real rate of
interest before tax: of 7 per cent.

For investment financed by retained earn
ings, the transition from 1980 tax: rules to
post·reform tax rules has in fact reduced the
innation-sensitivity of the marginal effective
tax rate, as figure 4 illustrates. Moreover,
while higher inflation significantly increased
the effective tax under the pre-reform tax
regime, the post-reform tax system implies a
negative relationship between inflation and the
effective tax on the marginal investment.

However, under finance by new share issues
the tax reforms seem only to have caused a
parallel downward shift of the curve relating
the marginal effective tax rate to the rate of
innation, without affecting the magnitude of
the rise in the tax rate induced by a one-point
rise in the rate of inflation,

The most dramatic change in the sensitiv
ity of effective marginal tax burdens to fluc
tuating rates of inflation has occurred in the
important case of debt finance which accounts
for abom three fourths of corporate invest
ment. In 1980, the marginal effective tax rate
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5

4.3. The sensitivity of marginal effective
tax rates to varying rates of inflation

As section 2 explained, the Danish tax re
forms have included some attempts to levy
taxes on real income rather than on nominal
income. Presumably this reflects a desire of
policy~makers to make real tax burdens less
sensitive to fluctuations in the rate of infla
tion. Figures 2 through 4 indicate that the tax

to laX at the corporate rale will raise the mar
ginal errective lax rate on the investments of
foundations from a large negative amounllO
an even larger positive amount, so the further
expansion of this sector will undoubtedly be
curbed by the tax reforms. The macroeconom
ic effects of this will be rather limited, how
ever, since according to table 3 foundations
and other nonprofh institutions only account
for about 7 070 of domestic private corporate
finance. Moreover, the post· reform tax-code
will allow foundations to make several special
deductions which will enable them to escape
tax on a substantial part of the income from
their intramarginal investments. Thus the new
tax law will not hit foundations and non-profit
organizations as hard as the figures in table
5 sugges!.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of marginal effective tax rate to variations in the rate of inflation. Finance by new share issues.

on debt-financed investment responded posi~

tively to higher rates of inflation, because
higher inflation eroded the real value of de
preciation allowances based on historical
costs, and because household investors were
subject to tax on the inflation component of
their nominal interest earnings.

In the post-reform situation, depreciation
allowances are indexed, but corporations may
nevertheless still deduct almost all of their
nominal (rather than real) interest payments
from the corporate tax base, and the »tax
value» of the subsidy implied by the deducti
bility of the inflation premium included in
nominal interest expenses has even increased
due to the rise in the corporate tax rate. In ad
dition, since the tax on the return to pension
savings is levies on real rather than nominal
interest earnings, there is no tendency for the
real tax burden on L-P sector investors (who
are so important for bond-financed invest
ment) to rise with the rate of inflation.

Because of this odd post~reformcombina
tion of »real» and nominalistic tax principles,
the cost of corporate capital and the marginal

effective tax rate decrease drastically under
debt finance as the rate of inflation goes up. ,
In fact, since the cost of capital (the denomi
nator of the marginal effective tax rate) ap
proaches zero, the effective tax rate tends to
minus infinity, as the rate of inflation ap
proaches ten per cent.

Given the great importance of debt finance
for total corporate investment, we conclude
that the half-hearted attempts to move
towards the taxation of real instead of nomi·
nal income have increased the dependence of
the effective marginal tax burden on the rate
of inflation, contrary to the apparent goal of
policy makers.

4.4. Tax reforms and the incentives
for savings, investment and
capital imports

Apart from their implications for the mar
ginal effective tax rate, the cost of capital (c)
and the real net return to savings (s) may be
of some interest in their own right, particu~

larly since they affect the private sector savings
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deficit (investment minus savings). In Den
mark, a reduction of this deficit is a high
priority policy goal, since an improved sav
ings-investment balance in the private sector
will help to curb the current account deficit
on the Danish balance of paymems.

To slUdy the effect of tax reforms on the
savings deficit and hence on capital imports,
it is useful to split up the lotal tax wedge c-s
in the following manner:

(38) c-s=(e-r) + (r-s)

The first term on the right·hand side of (38)
measures the extent to which taxation drives
a wedge between the pre-tax marginal product
of capital (c) and the pre-tax real rate of in
terest (r). For want of a better term, this wedge
will be called ))the investment wedge». The
magnitude r-s indicates the tax wedge
between the pre-tax and the after-tax real rate
of interest and will be termed »the savings

wedge», As pointed out by Sinn (l987b), the
two wedges have very different implications
for capital imports. In a small open economy
the value of r will tend to be determined from
abroad, since the residence principle for the
laxation of international inlerest income nows
implies that investors will be indifferent
between domestic and foreign financial invest
ment only when the pre-tax rates of return are
the same. Thus, if domestic authorities raise
the investment wedge C-T through a change
in tax rules, this will ceteris paribus show up
as a rise in the cost of capital, and the resulting
fall in the demand for capital will obviously
tend to reduce capital imports. On the other
hand, for a given international real interest
rate, a higher savings wedge r-s must imply
a lower net return to savings and probably a
smaller volume of domestic savings which will
ceteris paribus increase the need for capital
imports lo satisfy investment demand. In
shan, if the total tax wedge c-s goes up as
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Table 6. The cost of capilal und the net return to savings (%) in the !Janish corporalC SIX{or (I :0.07. p =0.05).

Mode of 1980 tax rules Post-reform tax rules·
finance

e , e-' ,-, e , e-' ,-,
Debt 4.6 5.2 -2.4 1.8 2.6 l.5 -4.4 l.5

New
sh<lre 16.5 6.4 9.5 0.6 6.7 ).5 -0.3 l.5
issues

Retentions 10.1 5.l 3.1 1.7 4.8 3.5 -2.2 3.5
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The Danish tax reforms of the 19805 pro
vide an interesting contrast 10 the reed'll [ax
reforms in the United Kingdom and the
United States. In those two countries, the re·
forms have in fact narrowed the deviations of
marginal effective tax rates across different
types of investments, but at the same time the

in future domestic consumption. However, in
post 4 reform Denmark the fax incentives for
invcstmenr are so strong that the marginal in
vestment projects in the corporate sector will
yield a (risk-adjusted) real rate of return be
fore tax substantially below the international
real rate of interest before tax, which seems·
to be the relevant social opportunity cost of
capital in a debtor country like Denmark. The
recent increases in Denmark's foreign debt'
thus seem to impose a nburden on future
generations».

It is tempting to argue from the figures in
table 6 that the investment incentives emb04

died in the Danish 1980 tax system were quite
adequate and that it would be more rational"
to lower the general level of taxation of
savings than to forgo tax revenue through
highly generous depreciation allowances etc.
While such a policy might lead to less capital
formation in Denmark, it would probably
stimulate domestic savings and hence increase
the stock of capital mtlned by Danes, which
is what matters for the long-run prosperity of
Danish citizens.

5. Conclusions and caveats

a result of a rise in c, investment and capital
imports will fall, but if it increases because of
a fall in s, capital imports will rise.

With this in mind, let us lake a look at table
6 which shows our estimates of the cost of
capital and the net return to savings before
and after the tax reforms. The column figures
are weighted averages across equipment and
structures, and the overall figures in the bot
tom row also represent weighred averages
across modes of finance. We see thar the [ax
reforms of the 19805 have greatly reduced the
cost of capital under all modes of finance and
led to a substantial negative investment wedge
in the post-reform situation. On the other
hand the savings wedge has been increased,
due primarily to the new taxes on pension
savings and foundations. The significant drop
in the overall marginal tax rate reported earlier
on is thus the net result of a strong increase
in investment incentives outweighing a some
what higher tax rale on savings.

By lowering the investment wedge and
raising the savings wedge, the tax reforms
have obviously tended to increase the private
sector savings deficit. On this background the
boom in Danish private net capital imports
from 1983 to 1985 is not at all surprising, even
though this boom was certainly also stimu 4

lated by greater confidence in the Danish cur
rency and by cyclical factors.

Generally, private capital imports should
cause no great concer:) if they serve to finance
investment (in the tradeable-goods sector) with
an expected return sufficient to service the
larger foreign debt without necessitating cuts

Note: The difference c-r is l>lhe investment wedge)" while t-S is Hthe savings wedge".

r~'·Overall 6.5 5.3 -0.5 L7 3.4 3.5 -3.6 3.5 . ;.t:;
'-'---------------------- ....."
.. Th( figures for »New share Issues" assume fhat the elimination of the double taxalion of dividend.~ will be implemented" L>,.':

through Alternative 2 (8", 1 and md = 0.20). . .,",i.
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overall tax rate on corporate income has in
creased. as King (1985) and Fullerton (1987)
have shown.

In Denmark almost the opposite has oc
curred, for as we have seen, the Danish re
forms will drive the overall marginalt3x rate
in the corporate sector below zero withoUl sig
nificantly affecting the large tax differentials
across asset types and modes of finance. Still.
by subjecting previously tax-exempt institu
tions to tax. the Danish reforms have in fact
succeeded in making the tax system somewhat
more neutral across investor groups and have
led to (or will lead to) reduced tax rates on or
dinary household investors. The fall in the
overall marginal lax rate on income from
Danish corporate capital is the net result of
strongly increased investment incentives lower
ing the cost of capital combined with some
increase in the taxation of savings. As a re
sult of these measures, the reforms have un
doubtedly stimulated private capital imports.
Finally, because attempts to move towards the
taxation of real rather than nominal income
have been half-hearted and inconsisrem. the
Danish reforms have actually tended to make
marginal effective tax rates more sensitive to
changes in the rate of inflation.

Before ending this lengthy study, we must
point to some limitations of our analysis.
Apart from reminding the reader of the
fragility of much of our data material, we
should stress once again that we have been
comparing the Danish tax system anna 1980
to a not yet existing ),post-reform,) system
where all the transition schemes stipulated by
the recent tax reforms have been phased out.
In particular, we have assumed that the double
taxation of dividends will in fact be eliminated
before 1990, and that the transition scheme
for positive net capital income will eventually
be revised so as to ensure that the official goals
of the 1985 income tax reform are in fact
realized.

In addition, our theoreticaJ framework does
nO( give a full picture of the tOlal effective
taxation of the return to pension savings, since
it does not allow for the complicated rela
tionship between pension income and various
means·tested benefits to old-age pensioners.
Thus. for retirees with moderate pensions
from an ordinary pension scheme, the scaling
down of the most important benefits will often
imply a total marginal tax rate on additional
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private pension income of about 80 Ole, and
until some recent legislative changes the effec
tive marginal tax rate could even approach
100 OJo! In such special cases the net return to
private pension savings in obviously much
smaller than indicated in the present study.

Similarly, because of lack of relevant data,
OUI" calculations have not been able to allow
for the impact on total effective tax rales of
means-tested benefits to families with depen~

dent children ()}bernetilskud»). As part of the
1985 tax reform, these benefits have recently
been replaced by identical child allowances to
all families regardless of income, implying a
noticeable drop in the total effective margi
nal tax rate of many medium-income families
with children. By neglecting this reform
measure, our calculations may understate the
decline of effective marginal tax rates between
the pre-reform and the post-reform situations.

Overall, our study does not offer very
simple and clear-cut conclusions regarding the
implications of recent Danish tax reforms for
the lax-induced distortions of the pattern of
savings and investment. However. the study
docs at least suggest that Denmark stilJ has a
long way to go before the goal of neutral
taxation has been realized.

APPENDIX A. LIST OF SYMBOLS

Tax rates and laX parameters

m = marginal effective tax rate
md = marginal personal lax ratc on dividend income
mi :::: marginal personal tax ratc on interest income
m" = duty on pension saver's accumulated capital at thc

date of retiremenl
rn.., = marginal tax rate on pension income during period

of retirement
my = marginal tax rale on pension saver's personal in-

come during period of accumulation
t~ = statulory corporate income tax ralc
~ = effective corporate income tax rate
11 = statulory tax rale on dividend income of founda

tions
If = effective lax ralC on interest income of foundations
z> = statutory tax fale on realized capital gains on shares

for non-professional investors
7! = effective lax rate on accrued capital gains on shares

for non-professional investors
w = effectivc wealth tax rate



Other variables and parameters

p "" rate of inflation
o "" present valUe of depreciation allowances
Y preseOI value of after-lax gross profits
6 = exponential rate of economic depredation
L = economic life of physical asset (Years)
y = proporrion of gross profits retained for investment

fund
l. :: proportion of accumulated accrued capital gains

on shares realized per ycar
P :: constant real annual pension afforded by one e."tra

krone o( pension savings
V9 = present value of P
K = real value of pensioner's capital at the lime of

retirement
k '" p~nsioner'5 period of accumulation (years)
n "" period of retirement (Years)

Rates 0/ rerum

a = nominal corporate discount rate
aj" = nominal discount rale of investor group m under

mode of finan~ j
= nominal pre-tax rate of interest on bonds and bank

loans
id~ = average nominal after-tax rate of interest on debt

instruments owned by households (households' op
portunity cost of shareholding)

it = nominal after-lax rat~ of interest on bonds owned
by households

ig :: nominal afler-tax rate of return on ordinary house
hold bank deposilS

i~ :: nominal afler-Iax rate of return on Children's
Savings Accounts

c :: real pre-lax rale of return on Ihe marginal physi-
cal investmenl (cost of capital)

r = real rate of inlereSI before lax
s = real after-tax rate of return 10 savings
s~ = real aller-tax rate of return to !>lvings of investor

group m under mode of finance j
v = real discount rate of pension saver
g :: real net rate of return to pension savings during

period of accumulation
h :: real nel rate of return to pensioner's capital dur

ing period of retirement
h = ),eQuivalenl), real net ral~ of return to pension

savings
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r =
q =
X :

• :

~ :

6 =

dummy-variable indicating whether depreciation al
lowances are indexed (f = 1) or non-indexed (f = 0)
credit period for payment of corporate income tax
(years)
ma.ximum number of years before profits retained
for investment funds must be used for investment
fraction of nominal interest payments deductible
from taxable corporate income
fraction of nominal interest on bonds subject to
lax
oPporiunilY cost of retained earnings in terms of
gross dividends forgone

APPENDIX B. PARAMETER VALUES

This appendix reports the author's estimates of the various_
parameter values needed to calculate marginal effective._·
taJ!. rates. excluding Ihe parameters describing the struc_ -
ture of the capital markel. which have already been pre-
sented in Table 3 and Figure I of the text. ~

~5-

Parameter valu~s common to Ihe 1980 sil/lalion and (he
post·reform situation.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

1 0.06 L(equipment) 15, 0.1 l(structures) 40
k 20 m,(bond investments) 0.304
n 10 rn.(share investments) 0.372
w 0.0031

Parameter values which ha\'e changed as a result of the
tux reforms.

Parameler 1980 value Post·rcform valuc

9 1.15 Alt. I: 2.0 All. 2: 1.0
m' 0.64 Alt. I: 0.54 Alt. 2: 0.20
m' 0.S6 0.5
m, O.SOS 0.53
m, 0.636 0.62

" O.S 0.0

~ 0.4 O.S
II 0.0 O.S
~ 0.854 0.93
r 0.0 1.0
a (equipment) 1.0 0.979
a (struclUres) 1.0 0.958
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